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The Effects of Single-Parenthood on Children’s Reading 
Literacy 




Graduate School of Humanities, Tokyo Metropolitan University 
 
Using the data from Program for International Student 
Assessment, this paper examines the effects of single-parenthood 
on children’s reading literacy in 2000, 2009 and 2012．  
Previous studies found that children from single-parent 
families had educational disadvantages because they are suffering 
from poverty． This is called” economic deprivation hypothesis”, 
and this paper test the hypothesis analyzing PISA2000, PISA2009, 
PISA2012．  Testing same analytical model in these data, we 
investigate whether relationships between single-parenthood and 
economic resources change or not．  
As a result of the analysis, the following are found． (1)  
Children from single-parent families have lower reading literacy 
than those from two-parent family． (2) The disadvantages of 
father-absent families have increased from 2000 to 2012．  And 
we are unable to explain the negative effects of father’s absence 
on children’s reading literacy only with the shortage of economic 
resources．  (3) The disadvantages of mother-absent families have 
decreased from 2000 to 2012．  
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3 モンゴル医学の歴史 
 













二段階は、モンゴル諸部族が統一された 13 世紀から 16 世紀まで、第
三段階は、『四部医典』3）と『医経八支』4）の二つの医書がモンゴルに
伝えられて広まった、つまりチベットラマ教が伝播された 16 世紀末か
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長い実践のなかで、独自の専門分野として発展し、14 世紀には専門書
(『飲膳正要』など)が刊行され、中世の伝統的なモンゴル医学が形成
































































































































































































































































































内モンゴル医学院モンゴル伝統医療学部が 1958 年に成立され 1987 年
まで 5 年制のクラスが 9、3 年制のクラスが 5（1972～1976 年ビ募集し
た学生を工人、農民、兵士の学生と呼ぶ）4 年制のモンゴル伝統医療
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The Changes of Educational System in Mongolian 
Traditional Medical Care 
 
BAO, Xiaolan 
Graduate School of Humanities, Tokyo Metropolitan University 
 
This paper aims to illustrate traditional Mongolian 
medicine and its situation of current educational system 
situation. Currently, advances in Western medicine's 
contribution to humanity is great and it's been greatly changed 
the examination of disease structure and longitivtiy of the 
human life. On the other hand, it can be pointed out that the 
tendency of organs specialization is increasingly prominent in 
western medical care. For symptoms out the range of western 
medical care, the expectation of comprehensive and traditional 
medical care has increasingly getting international attention. It 
can be considered as an ideal medical care on human beings, for 
which Western medical care is forced to make changes. 
Mongolian medical care is considered as cultural 
heritage, has come to its current form as a result of continued 
combats against diseases over time. It is a kind of medical care 
that disease with human body, psychology, and living 
environment, analyze the disease by studying the inherent 
interconnection of the various organs of the human body 
objectively, which can be regarded as the basis of 
comprehensive analysis of the disease. In Inner Mongolia, 
medical care is authorized by the government and the number 
of officially approved Mongolian medical hospitals is still 
increasing. However, the influence of Western medicine on 
those clinics is observed. 
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Therefore, to grasp the fact about the educational 
system and the history of the Mongolian traditional medical 
care is an important point in developing Mongolian medical 
care. The changes of educational system in Mongolian 
traditional medical care. 
 
Keyword : Tradition medical treatment Mongolian tradition medical 
treatment Mongolian medicine 
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